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  Month         Date            Wednesdays, 18.30-21.00  

June   16 Setting Up  

Creating your free website hosting account on GitHub.  

Installing free Microsoft Visual Studio Code software.  

Uploading files to your new website.  

 23 Introduction to HTML and CSS  

Understanding the basic structure of an HTML file.  

Adding HTML tags to your web page.  

Understanding the basic structure of a CSS stylesheet.  

Linking a stylesheet to a web page.  

Recognising the CSS properties most commonly used by 

web designers when formatting web pages.  

Creating a home page for your website with hyperlinks to 
your sample web pages.  

 30 Working with Colours, Images and Fonts  

Understanding the RGB and hex colour systems.  

Applying colours to text, backgrounds, and borders.  

Discovering online sources of royalty-free images.  

Adding images to your web pages.  

Styling images with drop shadow and border effects.  

Linking your web pages to Google Fonts, a free online 

library of 1,000-plus fonts.  

Choosing appropriate font styles for your web page content.  

July 07 Working with the Box Model  

Understanding the ‘box model’ concept in web design.  

Creating visually attractive panels of content in a web page.  

Structuring web page content into vertical blocks with 
alternating text and background styles.  

 14 Introduction to Responsive Web Design  

Adding media queries to resize web page content according 
to the user’s device -‒ mobile, tablet, desktop or laptop. 
Using the fluid typographic equation to scale font sizes 
responsively on different size screens.  

    June   202 1   

  

  



 21 
Introduction to CSS Flexbox  

Using the CSS flexbox method to layout the content of web 

pages in responsive grids of rows or columns.  

Designing practical layouts of two, three or four columns.  

 28 
Styling Hyperlinks  

Applying visual effects to hyperlink states, such as text 

colours, backgrounds, borders, and transitions.  

Styling hyperlinks as buttons with Font Awesome icons.  

Adding smooth-scrolling visual effects to page navigation.  

August 04 
Hero Blocks and Contact Forms  

Designing attention-grabbing, above-the-fold web-page 

sections with slide-in animations.  

Applying background images, tinted overlays, and videos.  

Adding email sign-up and contact forms to web pages.  

 11 
Working with Menus  

Creating desktop/laptop website navigation menu bars with 

logos, hyperlinks, and call-to-action buttons.  

Adding on-scroll effects to menu bars.  

Creating fly-out, off-canvas menus for mobile screens.  

 18 
Building Your Personal Portfolio Website  

Designing home, portfolio, and contact pages for your 

personal website to showcase your web design skills and 

projects.  

Tracking user visits to your website with Google Analytics.  

  

Assessment:  

Completion and uploading of in-class exercises.  

Completion and uploading of six practical mini-website projects.  
Submitted within 4 weeks of course completion (18th August 2021).  

Template text and images are provided for these projects. This enables 

students to focus on developing web design skills with minimal typing.  

Creation and uploading of personal portfolio website.  
Submitted within 4 weeks of course completion (18th August 2021).  

Please note this is a provisional timetable and subject to change.  
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